
Celebrate the 2022 Winter Olympics and compete for your own medals! Ok, they are actually
buttons, but who doesn’t love buttons?! We have grouped real Winter Olympic sports

together into six categories and assigned each category three challenges. Complete one
challenge in a category and win a Bronze button. Complete two challenges in the same

category and win a Silver. Or complete all three challenges in a single category and win a
Gold button! You can compete in as many categories as you like! How many medals (ok,

buttons) will YOU win?!!
 

Contest Period: February 1 – 28
 

How to Compete: Mark each challenge’s box as you complete them. Return your sheet to
the library on or before March 1 to collect your button(s).

 
FAQs

Can I do challenges in multiple categories?
YES! Complete as many challenges in as many different categories as you like.

 
What if I start an activity but can’t complete it before the deadline?

That’s ok, it still counts! We know not everyone reads at the same pace or maybe you
couldn’t get a book/movie/CD until right before the deadline. Go ahead and mark it

complete.
 

What if the book/movie/etc isn’t available until after the deadline?
Place a hold on the item and mark it complete!

 
What ages can participate?

All ages are welcome!

Library Winter
Olympics Challenge



Cross-Country Skiing / Ski Jumping
These skiing events are real classics, having been part of the Winter Olympics from the very beginning.

Challenges:
Read a classic novel

Watch a classic movie or movie based on a classic novel
Listen to a piece of classical music

 
Biathlon / Nordic Combined

Both of these events combine two sports into one. Double the challenge, double the fun!
Challenges:

Read a book & watch the movie
Check out a book & do an activity from it

Attend two library events
 

Bobsled / Luge / Skeleton / Curling
Nothing says winter like sliding on ice!

Challenges:
Read a book set in winter

Use the makerspace to make a winter-themed craft
Watch a movie set in winter

 
Ice Hockey

Played all over the world, hockey is popular both during and between Olympics.
Challenges:

Read a book about sports or sports figure
Watch a movie or documentary about sports

Check out one of our specialty kits
 

Figure Skating
The grace, the artistry, the beauty…nothing says Olympics like Figure Skating.

Challenges:
Attend one library event/class

Check out a music CD
Read a book about art, an artist, dancing, etc.

 
Alpine Skiing / Snowboard / Freestyle Skiing / Short Track Speed Skating / Speed Skating

Speed and action are what define these newer sports.
Challenges:

Check out a video game
Check out a fitness kit or an adventure backpack

Read a book with lots of action
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